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Abstract 

The morphology of Propyltrimethoxysilane films during the oscillatory growth mechanism is shown using Auger 

Electron Spectromicroscopy. While the link between oligomerisation of silane molecules on the substrate and the 

oscillatory growth mechanism has been proposed previously, here for the first time we show the presence of silane 

film islands through Auger Electron Spectromicroscopy elemental mapping of the substrate. Monitoring the 

morphology of the film at key peaks and throughout along the oscillatory curve reveals the formation of a stable thin, 

homogenous film along with the presence of islands approximately 20µm in diameter, whose numbers vary 

collectively during the adsorption/desorption mechanism. The measurable oscillations in silane substrate coverage has 

been directly linked to the repeated adsorption and desorption of silane islands on the aluminium substrate. The 

consequence of this mechanism is such that Propyltrimethoxysilane films behave most like a monolayer during the 

early stages of film growth, prior to siloxane oligomerisation.  
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1. Introduction 

The use of silane molecules as adhesion promotors, coupling agents and linker molecules is extensive throughout 

chemical and biological systems[1]. This is primarily due to the ability to exploit the water activated self-assembly 

mechanism and environmentally benign by-products. The ability of these molecules to form thin films on a 

hydroxylated substrate, altering the chemical and physical properties of the modified substrate is an area of particular 

interest as it lends itself to further applications such as corrosion protection[2], modification of natural fibres[3] and 

anti-biofouling[4]. The general structure of an organosilane molecule is given as follows; a central silicon atom 

surrounded by at least one hydrolysable group (Y), at least one other non-hydrolysable organic functional moiety (R) 

and fit the common formula RnSiY4-n (where n is an integer between 1 and 3). Hydrolysable groups commonly consist 

of alkyl or halide groups. In order to create thin films which enable surface modification, the 2-step equilibrium driven 

self-assembly mechanism of organosilane molecules can be exploited. First, a water-initiated hydrolysis reaction 

where the hydrolysable Si-O-R groups are converted into Si-OH silanols. Newly formed silanol groups are highly 

reactive with one another and undergo a condensation reaction whereby two Si-OH silanols bind together to form Si-

O-Si linkages through the loss of a water molecule[1, 5]. In order to form thin films of these molecules, silanol species 

are exposed to hydroxylated substrates. The exposure of silanol molecules to metal oxide substrates, in this case 

Aluminium oxide Al2O3, results in the formation of Si-O-Al bonds[6]. The choice of non-hydrolysable organic 

functional group (R) becomes especially important when creating thin films as this will determine the new chemical 

and physical properties of the modified substrate. 

While the mechanism of silane oligomer self-assembly in solution has been well established, the mechanism by which 

these molecules form thin films has been shown to be more complex than the Langmuir-type mechanism originally 

predicted[7]. The oscillatory adsorption and desorption of silane molecules during film growth has been shown for a 

range of silanes which contain more than one hydrolysable group, such as Propyltrimethoxysilane(PTMS)[7-10], 

Octyltrichlorosilane[11] and Propylmethyldimethoxysilane[12]. This oscillatory behaviour has been directly linked to 

the ability of these molecules to oligomerise to other silanes in solution and on a hydrolxylated substrate. The 

collective desorption of molecules form the substrate, resulting in a measurable oscillation is thought to be due to a 

shift in the dynamic equilibrium as a result of an increase in the localised water concentration [7, 12]. To date, this 

oscillatory behaviour has been investigated through the determination of bulk elemental composition and thus the 

extent of silane surface coverage using X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)[7-10] and the detection of silicon 

containing ions using Time of Flight-Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry[11]. To further investigate the mechanism of 
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silane film self-assembly, the morphology of the film can be determined using Auger Electron Spectromicroscopy 

(AES), a technique combining both Scanning Auger Microscopy (SAM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). 

AES allows for SEM images of the surface to be captured, together with SAM elemental mapping of the desired field 

of view. The resulting image gives a 2-dimensional map of elemental composition with high spatial resolution and 

precise chemical sensitivity[13] and can reveal grain boundaries, preferential growth and film morphology 

characteristics previously unattainable using conventional XPS.  

2. Experimental 

2.1 Preparation of PTMS films 

Propyltrimethoxysilane (PTMS) of 97% purity and 0.5mm thick, 99.99% pure Aluminium foil substrates were 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Australia. Aluminium foil substrates were pre-treated with 1μm diamond paste polish 

purchased from Struers, Australia. rinsed with MilliQ water and placed in a 1:1 EtOH:H2O solvent reduced to pH3 

with glacial acetic acid. Samples were then placed in an ultrasonic bath for one hour. This pre-treatment process was 

implemented in an effort to remove the native oxide layer form the aluminium substrates and allow for the creation of 

a fresh oxide layer and create optimum, reproducible substrate conditions for silane condensation. Two film 

preparation methods were then employed. The first resembled conditions commonly used to create silane films in 

aqueous solvents and required the addition of silane to a 1:1 EtOH:H2O solvent reduced to pH3 with glacial acetic 

acid to create a 1%v/v concentration of silane. The solution was then allowed to ‘hydrolyse’ for one hour before 

exposure to substrates. This delay in exposure is commonly referred to as ‘hydrolysis time’. Al substrates were 

submerged in the solution for the prescribed time. The second film preparation method was created to examine the 

effect of silane oligomerisation on film morphology and required the simultaneous exposure of substrates and 

initiation of the hydrolysis reaction. To achieve this, upon removal form the pre-treatment solution, samples were once 

again rinsed with MilliQ Water before being submerged in a fresh 1:1 EtOH:H2O solvent reduced to pH3 with glacial 

acetic acid. While stirring, PTMS silane was added to the solvent containing substrates to create a 1% v/v solution 

with substrates removed from solution at increasing time points ranging from 5 to 200 seconds, this process was 

repeated 3 times and the average of each exposure time across the three data sets taken. Upon removal from solution 

all samples regardless of sample preparation method were dried with N2 and cured at 80⁰C for 1 hour. 

2.2 Characterisation 

A Leybold-Heraeus LHS-10 X-ray Electron Spectrometer (XPS) was used to analyse all silane films utilising MgKα 

soft X-rays with an energy of 1253.6eV[14] generated with a SPECS XR-50 Dual-Anode X-ray source. A base 

pressure of 2.0 x 10
-9

 Torr, take-off angle of 90⁰  and pass energy of 20eV were used. CASA XPS version 

2.3.15dev87 ©2009, a licenced peak fitting software designed specifically for the analysis of XPS data was employed 

for all curve fitting using a Voigt function (a mixture of Gaussian and Lorentzian peak shapes), with a Shirley 

background subtraction. Each data point represents the average of 3 individual samples with the error given as the 

standard deviation. Initially, spectra were calibrated to the main C-C component of the C 1s peak at 285eV[14]. High 

resolution Si 2p were then fit with 1 component at 103eV[15], while Al 2p high resolution XPS peaks were fit with 3 

components at 76eV, representing Al2O3 on Al foil and 2 components, Al 2p1/2 and Al 2p3/2 at 73eV[14], representing 

the Al metal bonds. Using silicon as an elemental marker in the film, and aluminium as an elemental marker in the 

substrate, a ratio of Si:(Si+Al) was used to represent a normalised measure of the extent of silane film surface 

coverage. AES measurements were performed with a Scanning Auger Nanoprobe, model PHI-710 from PHI 

Electronics. The incident electron beam was set at 10kV, 10nA and time per step of 10ms. Once again, elemental 

markers of silicon (Si2) at a kinetic energy of 1619eV and aluminium (Al2) at 1396eV[16] were exploited as 

representatives of the film and substrate respectively. 2-point acquisition, 256x256 pixel maps were created for key 

samples along the growth curve of each silane. A spectrum is collected for each pixel within the map with thermal 

colours representing the relative signal intensity for each element within that pixel, with black representing a low 

relative intensity to yellow, representing high relative intensity, all processed using PHI’s Multipack software. 

3. Results and Discussion 

A comparison between the length of time between exposure of PTMS to a water-based solvent and exposure to the 

hydroxylated substrate (hydrolysis time) has been shown to have little effect on the oscillatory nature of surface 

coverage. This comparison was achieved through a direct comparison between the oscillatory behaviour shown in 

Figure 1 where no hydrolysis time was allowed and the multiple oscillations reported previously for PTMS at the 

same concentration in solution[12]. The length of time taken for PTMS molecules to hydrolyse in solution and 



  

condense onto the substrate is shown to fall between 0 and 5 seconds, the same time reported for PTMS molecules 

given a hydrolysis time of one hour. 

 

Figure 1: Oscillatory surface coverage of PTMS films following the simultaneous exposure of Al substrates and 

the initiation of hydrolysis, measured using XPS. Each data point represents the average of 3 replicates, with 

the errors representing 1 standard deviation. Coloured regions correspond to SEM images and elemental maps 

shown in figure 2. 

  

Figure 2: AES Si elemental maps and corresponding SEM images for representative regions of PTMS films at 

increasing exposure times shown in figure 1, FOV 200µm (scale bar 20µm). The relative intensity of Si is given 

in thermal mode with yellow indicating a high relative intensity of silicon, while black indicates a low relative 

intensity. 

Elemental mapping of silane films allowed for the determination of the films morphology as a function of time and 

reveals how morphology changes with the oscillation in film coverage measured using XPS. Si2 elemental maps taken 

with AES in Figure 2 detail the morphology of the film at key points along the oscillatory curve of Figure 1. Darker 

domains on the SEM images of Al substrates are often linked to the presence of silane and in fact assist in the 

preliminary identification of silane covered regions. However, thermal maps shown in figure 2 represent the relative 

intensity of silicon only, other elements found on the surface include carbon, oxygen and of course aluminium. The 

presence of adventitious carbon and/or irregularities in the oxide layer may also create darker regions on the SEM 

images not attributed to silicon. While the presence of multiple oscillations has been reported previously for 

PTMS[12], a direct correlation between silane oligomerisation and oscillation can now be made.  

During the initial stages of PTMS film growth, morphology of the film resembles that of a Langmuir-type growth 

mechanism with a homogenous PTMS film present. However, as PTMS molecules desorb and surface coverage 
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decreases to its first minimum at 25 seconds a sparse, yet homogenous silane film remains. This minimum also 

corresponds to the appearance of dense silane islands averaging 20µm in diameter. The presence of these islands 

indicate the formation of complex oligomers, created by the condensation of multiple silane molecules to one another 

and the surface. The increase in condensed silanol molecules on the substrate increases the complexity of the film, 

resulting in a network of branched and cross-linked siloxane oligomer islands a pictorial representation of which can 

be seen in Figure 3;  

 

Figure 3: The equilibrium condensation reaction of hydrolysed PTMS molecules onto a hydrolxylated 

substrate, creating islands of silane film.  

The desorption of these large silane islands can be explained by examining the equilibrium reaction for silane 

condensation shown in Figure 3. The condensation of silane molecules on the hydroxylated substrate results in the 

formation of one water molecule for each silane adsorbed. The increase in localised water concentration can create a 

shift in the dynamic equilibrium to the left. In an attempt to restore balance to the system, silane molecules to can 

desorb from the surface and revert back to an –OH functionalised silane and hydroxylated surface. As film growth 

continues, the homogenous, Langmuir-type silane film seen at 25, 55, 80 and 90 seconds appears to become stable, 

while the number of silane islands present increases and decreases along with the oscillations in substrate coverage 

seen in Figure 1. The desorption of oligomerised silane islands in favour of the homogeneous Langmuir-type film 

which has been shown to stabilise is a result of the number of water molecules created and the location of these 

molecules. If water molecules created as a result of the condensation reaction become trapped under the film, this can 

result in a significant increase in the localised water concentration in a position which allows for the easy desorption 

of silane molecules.  

The collective adsorption and desorption of these silane islands creates the measurable oscillatory behaviour seen in 

Figure 1. It is interesting to note that the shape and diameter of these islands does not vary greatly over this time 

period. Thus, is can be concluded that it is the ability of PTMS to oligomerise, creating islands of silane which allows 

for a measured oscillation in silane substrate coverage. It can also be said from Figure 2 that for the tri-functional 

silane, PTMS at 1% v/v in solvent, the film appears most like a homogenous monolayer after just 5 seconds of film 

growth. 
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Figure 4: Direct comparison of PTMS film morphology following  5 seconds exposure for PTMS adsorption, 

1hr (a) vs no hydrolysis time (b) using AES (FOV 200µm, scale bar 20µm). Yellow indicates a high relative 

intensity of silicon, black indicates a low relative intensity.  

A direct comparison of the oscillatory growth curve for 1%v/v PTMS using XPS revealed the time taken for PTMS 

molecules to hydrolyse to silanols and condense onto the hydrolxylated substrate is between 0 and 5 seconds, 

irrespective of hydrolysis time. The film morphology however, differs greatly with hydrolysis time.  

e hour hydrolysis time and immediately upon the initiation of hydrolysis can be seen in Figure 4. A hydrolysis time of 

1 hour prior to a 5 second exposure results in a PTMS film consisting of large islands similar to those seen in the later 

stages of film growth for a silane solution with no hydrolysis time, shown in Figure 2. This is direct opposition to the 

dense, Langmuir-type film observed when PTMS molecules are not allowed to condense in solution prior to exposure 

to the substrate. The significant difference in film morphology demonstrates further that the measurable oscillation in 

substrate coverage seen in Figure 1 is due to the collective adsorption and desorption of silane islands as despite the 

level of oligomerisation of silane molecules in solution upon exposure to a hydroxylated substrate, multiple 

oscillations in the substrate coverage appear. 

Conclusions 

The oscillatory mechanism of PTMS film self-assembly has been directly linked to the repeated adsorption and 

desorption of silane islands on an aluminium oxide substrate. Mapping these films along the oscillatory curve reveal 

that while a stable, homogenous silane film forms on the substrate, the number of oligomerised silane islands varies, 

crating the measurable oscillation in substrate coverage. 
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Highlights 

 

 Films comprised of Silanes containing more than 1 hydrolysable group undergo multiple oscillations in 

surface coverage during the self-assembly process. 

 Auger Electron Spectromicroscopy elemental mapping revels oligomerised islands of silane film on 

aluminium oxide substrates along the oscillatory curve.  

 The formation of islands along with the desorption of silane films can be directly linked to the condensation 

equilibrium reaction. 

 The repeated collective behaviour of silane island adsorption and desorption creates the measurable 

oscillation in surface coverage.  
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